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NOEL A CARMACK and KAREN LYNN DAVIDSON eds out of the
black patch the autobiography ofeffie marquess carmack folk musician
artist and writer volume 4 in the life writings of frontier women series
ed maureen ursenbach beecher logan utah state university press 1999
xviii 398 ap
pp illustrations notes index 2995
29.95
2995
reviewed by brian D reeves

folklorist eric A eliason recently asked will written personal narracormons most contribute
tives become the literary genre through which mormons
to world literature as some have suggested551
suggested551 if all latter day saint auto
erme
emmie
erne
biographers possessed emme
effie carmack s gift for storytelling the answer
might be yes beyond her autobiography s value as a personal narrative the
emme
erne
editors suggest that emmie
effie
mackss preservation and celebration of folk
brne Car
carmack
be her most significant contribution 1i
maybe
ways may
effie marquess carmack 1885 1974 began composing her autobiography in the mid i94os
1940s and finished in 1973 shortly before her death she
wrote 1 I wanted to leave something of value to my children and grandchildren and great grandchildren and this seemed better than riches of
which I1 have none anyway 344 45 reading her prose is almost like hearing her stories by the fireside
effie s story spans her early life on a tobacco farm near hopkinsville
Hop kinsville in
christian county kentucky her family s conversion to the LDS church
in 1898 when she was twelve and her efforts to raise a family primarily in
kentucky and arizona her writings are insightful on several topics plant
life and tobacco farming in kentucky womens roles mormonism in the
south bereavement and aspects offolklife including games music architec ture art traditions and medicine
tecture
in addition to her writing talents effie was a gifted painter and musician her love of visual detail and song are evident in this word picture
s

we used to all sit out in the old porch as we called it there was usually a pallet on the floor an old soft comfort where autie the baby had played and
slept during the day mammy would get two long limber twigs bend them
over the pallet stick the ends in under the sides and stretch a thin plant bed
canvas over him while he slept to keep the flies away

in the evening this pallet was pulled to the edge of the porch and we
would lounge on it and the doorstep lelia or sadie would get the guitar and
sing old songs the sad ones always made me cry
oh yes ill take you
ronald and I1
home kathleen
the years roll slowly by lorena
the dying cowboy
the boys were good singers john would add his bass and elmo his
tenor elmo would have been a good radio singer high and low sometimes
pappy would get his old fiddle out and play softly some sweet old harmony
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some of us would be washing our feet in the washpan
washkan out by the
doorstep and drying them on an old meal sack towel whippoorwills would
be calling bats would be diving for insects and the crickets would be chirping loudly in every corner
the memory of those peaceful evenings together after a long hard day s
work is very sweet in my mind 51 52

too often there is a chasm between modern historiography and memYosef Hayim yerushalmi chair for jewish studies at columbia uniory As yosefhayim
versity observed about jewish culture the divorce of history from
literature has been as calamitous for jewish as for general historical writing not only because it widens the breach between the historian and the
layman but because it affects the very image of the past that results those
who are alienated from the past cannot be drawn to it by explanation
ermes
ernes
emmies
alone they require evocation as well 1122 emmes
effies writing explains or describes
the past and evokes feelings about it consider her memory of the first
mormon sermon that she ever heard one given in 1887
I1 had no idea what my parents or brothers and sisters were thinking of
it but I1 was so thrilled that I1 could hardly contain my feelings I1 was sitting

about halfway back with a group of my schoolmates who kept trying to
whisper to me but I1 had no time for foolishness that night something great
and wonderful had come something we had dreamed of and waited for for
years im sure it was the spirit of it and not the letter that whispered to my
spirit and filled me with such joy 170
VO

the editors noel

erme
emmie
erne
A carmack emme
effie s great grandson and karen

lynn davidson have done an admirable job of providing context for
emmes
ermes
ernes narrative in a few instances they point out errors in the narrative
emmies
effies
erme
emmie
erne
including emme
effie s mistaken belief that her grandfather had once wrestled
and beaten abraham lincoln the book is amply illustrated with photographs of her family and several of her paintings the bibliography and
footnotes reflect extensive research and are a valuable resource in and of
themselves the volume also includes maps a chart showing four generaerme
emmie
erne
tions of emme
effie s family beginning with her grandparents a list of her song
and rhyme repertoire and an index
A minor drawback to the book is the formatting of some of the contextual information there is a stark contrast particularly at the beginning
erme
emmie
erne s warm narrative style and the rather clinical
effie
of the account between emme
footnote descriptions of several plants such notes might have fit better in
a glossary at the back of the volume
of who is who in extended families and
it is always difficult to keep track ofwho
emme
erme
emmie
erne
effie named a lot of people in her autobiography the editors biographical
footnotes provide useful information such as complete names and life
dates but the notes also tend to disrupt the flow of the narrative I1 would
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have benefitted more from a biographical register in an appendix which
would bring together all of the names and describe how each person was
related by blood or association to effie
these small criticisms reflect stylistic preferences more than substantive problems and should not deter anyone from reading effie Car
mackss
carmack
remarkable story she insightfully reflected on her vicissitudes as a
mother the joy of seeing a small son brought back to life after a doctor
pronounced him dead the challenge of making ends meet when her husbands financial priorities were horses and family in that order the heartbreak of holding a four year old son in her arms as his life ebbed away
after a tragic fire the worry of having a daughter marry too soon and to
the wrong man and the satisfaction of watching her children make good
in their lives her idyllic recollections of her childhood are nearly as captiva ting as the stories of her adult life persons with a passion for latter
tivating
life or any number of the topics
folklife
folk
day saint personal narratives folklike
mentioned above should find reading out of the black patch to be time
well invested
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